AGREEMENT ON THE CONSERVATION OF BATS IN EUROPE
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS DISCUSSED DURING PLENARY SESSIONS

Documents submitted by the Interim Secretariat

CMS\BAT11\Sec.1 - Annotated Agenda
CMS\BAT11\Sec.2 - Draft rules of Procedure
CMS\BAT11\Sec.3 - Provisional list of participants
CMS\BAT11\Sec.4 - Draft Resolution to clarify the geographical scope of the Agreement
CMS\BAT11\Sec.5 - Draft Resolution to amend the scope of the Agreement to add Tadarida teniotis
CMS\BAT11\Sec.6 - Draft Resolution on the location of the Permanent Secretariat
CMS\BAT11\Sec.7 - Draft terms of reference for the Permanent Secretariat
CMS\BAT11\Sec.8 - Draft terms of reference for the Advisory Committee
CMS\BAT11\Sec.9 - Proposed action plan for future conservation measures
CMS\BAT11\Sec.10 - Draft Resolution on the frequency and format of national reports
CMS\BAT11\Sec.11 - Draft Budget for 1996-1998
CMS\BAT11\Sec.12 - Logo options
CMS\BAT11\Sec.13 - Report of the Interim Secretariat

Documents produced by working groups during the Meeting

CMS\BAT11\Sec.4\rev.1\rev.1 - Draft Resolution on the clarification of the Area of the Agreement
CMS\BAT11\Sec.6\rev.1\rev.2 - Draft Resolutions on the establishment and the location of the Permanent Secretariat
CMS\BAT11\Sec.8\rev.1 - Draft resolution on the establishment of an Advisory Committee
CMS\BAT11\Sec.9\rev.1 - Draft resolution on the implementation of the conservation and management plan
CMS\BAT11\Sec.10\rev.1 - Draft Resolution on the frequency and format of national reports
CMS\BAT11\Sec.11\rev.1 - Draft resolution on financial and budgetary matters

National reports

CMS\BAT11\NatRep\Czech Rep
CMS\BAT11\NatRep\Denmark
CMS\BAT11\NatRep\Germany
CMS\BAT11\NatRep\Hungary
CMS\BAT11\NatRep\Luxembourg
CMS\BAT11\NatRep\FYR-Macedonia
CMS\BAT11\NatRep\Netherlands
CMS\BAT11\NatRep\Norway
CMS\BAT11\NatRep\Portugal
CMS\BAT11\NatRep\Slovak Rep
CMS\BAT11\NatRep\Sweden
CMS\BAT11\NatRep\United Kingdom